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How do you  
manage projects?







How/why Kula  
made the switch









What is Agile  
Project Management?









What the hell is    
a Story Point?
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A few Kula   
tweaks to Scrum











Implementing Agile     
for your agency
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Does this sound familiar?  

o! You have trouble planning, estimating and prioritizing work 
o! You struggle to meet deadlines and forecast realistic delivery dates 
o! You often invest more effort than you planned to complete deliverables 
o! You worry that you’ re not producing stellar results for your clients  
o! You’ re unable to react quickly enough to capitalize on new opportunities  
o! You lack clear metrics and insight with respect to how your team is performing 
o! Your business is growing faster than your team can keep up 

If so, we can help. 
Limbr is a boutique consultancy dedicated to helping inbound marketing agencies 
deliver better results in less time using Lean and Agile techniques. We have deep 
experience applying Agile in an agency environment, and know first-hand how to tackle 
the unique needs of an inbound shop.  

Unlike other Agile consultants, we don’ t believe in superficial, one-size-fits-all training 
workshops. Instead, we embed within your team in order to first truly understand your 
business and the challenges you face, and then lead the charge in transforming your 
practices and driving real gains in efficiency and effectiveness. 

We can help you: 

!! Manage projects, programs and portfolios with a simple and flexible framework  
!! Organize your team structure to foster collaboration and maximize output 
!! Optimize your processes to reduce waste and eliminate bottlenecks 
!! Improve initial quality and minimize rework  
!! Adopt methods for more accurately estimating and prioritizing work 
!! Keep tabs on project progress and profitability 
!! Better understand your team’ s capacity, utilization and production 
!! Consistently measure operational effectiveness  
!! Roll out and manage software tools to support your new processes 

To find out how, get in touch today and book your FREE 
one-hour consultation! 

  www.limbr.io 
  info@limbr.io 
  877.609.4044 
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